
Sitting back one warm, sunny
afternoon at Mark’s Workshop in
picturesque York, Stephen Longbottom
recounts the story of his very different
VS Maloo.  When asked what brought
about the total transformation, 
after over two years of regular driving
Stephen states, “I just felt like doing it,
I just wanted to go with the flow.”

Now we can’t argue with that kind of logic. More often than not, the best
cars are built when their owners really feel like creating something

different. That burst of inspiration is enough to spark a series of primordial
events that eventually evolve into a car that looks unique and is also capable
of rotating the Earth on its axis. Stephen’s Maloo is such a creature.



Over the past six months, this Nannup boy has transformed the Bermuda Green
ute into a pearlescent purple stunner with tough credentials to match. Stephen
began by hauling out the 5.0-litre engine, followed by the wiring, air conditioning,
power steering and interior. His good mate, Andrew Young from Busselton, 
then blended the custom purple paint with a mixture of pearls to give the 
multi-chromatic effect. This is not a harlequin-style paint containing prisms, 
the colour changes are purely from the variety of pearls. Andrew covered the
engine covers, rocker covers and washer bottle in the purple also. That smooth,
flat tonneau cover was made for Stephen by a company in Melbourne and
maintains the original look thanks to a massive HSV decal on the lid.

The power train has undergone a series of upgrades in recent months, 
all performed by Mark’s Workshop (MWS). The first step was adding some
extra cubes in the form of a COME 355 crankshaft along with shot-peened
A9L rods with ARP bolts and JE forged pistons. Street Quick Performance
in Maddington ported and flow-tested the cast VN heads and fitted new
stainless steel valves. Mark added a custom Comp Cams hydraulic
camshaft to suit the blower, with Yella Terra roller rockers, a Rollmaster timing
set and Crane pushrods. The block was fitted with four-bolt main caps before
being align bored, torque-plate honed, decked and o-ringed.

The next major step up was the addition of a Vortech S-Trim supercharger –
not surprisingly, power leapt dramatically to 468 neds at the treads!
Naturally, copper head gaskets contain all those boosted combustion
pressures. When Stephen began talking to Mark about running more boost
and fitting an intercooler, he knew that number would soon be eclipsed.

On the intake side of the equation, Mark docked the front of the standard
manifold and re-welded it into place facing dead ahead. This makes fitting
the intercooler plumbing much neater and improves the supply angle to the
standard 65mm throttle body. The front-mounted bar and plate intercooler is
air-to-air (often water-to-air is used in these applications) and required no
cutting or shutting to fit. The fuel system is also a little unusual in its
configuration but it has proven equally effective in producing power.
Mark retained the standard in-tank pump which feeds two T-Rex high-flow
pumps through the factory 5/16-inch line. One pump supplies one fuel rail
on the engine in a dead-head system. Extra fuel is bypassed to the tank via
a Malpassi regulator. Thus the engine has full fuel supply at all times.



Stephen chose Pacemaker 
15/8-inch headers up front but
the collectors were cut back
to 3-inch when the blower
was fitted. From there the
system flows into twin 
3-inch pipes before
merging into a 5-inch
collector and then
diverging once again into twin 
3-inch pipes. A pair of Magnaflow mufflers lurk
just in front of the diff. In its current configuration this stunning
stroker produces 519 rwhp in Shootout mode, making it a true street weapon
that struggles for traction in most gears.

Speaking of gears, Stephen kept the upgrade flow happening with a 
T-56 six-speed conversion. The T5 may have great shift feel but it is way out
of its depth in an everyday 600 hp application. Mal Wood supplied the
conversion kit for the gearbox which included a ceramic clutch, cross-
member, bellhousing, a shortened gear stick and a gear ratio converter box.
MWS supplied a steel flywheel so that Stephen would still have two feet
when he is telling his grandchildren about his magnificent fossil fuel burner.
The rear end has now been fitted with 4.11 gears and a very tight LSD.

With its shimmering purple paint, genuine 19x8 VX GTS rims, VY front brake
upgrade and substantial power at the pavement, Stephen has certainly created
a completely new flow that will keep all the boys in the South West honest!

Stephen would like to say special thanks to Mark and Katherine from Mark’s
Workshop and to Andrew Young for his talents with a spray gun. psc


